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TflE BRIDE BINDER.

PRICE, $1.00

intelligence ot little childPen
by the cooperative use of the senses
This system is based upon the analogy of tone and color impres¬
sions, by which tones and colors become mutually interpreting and it
is developed along the lines of Kindergarten training.
In the order of Its development It ie adapted to the Nnrsery plav
to Kindergarten constrnctive exercises, and to school study
Children’s classes now forming, also a normal class for teachers
and mothers. For particulars a-ldress

DfljMlELf BflTCHEIiLiOR,
1130 ]Wt. VePtron Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

ADKINSON MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN SYSTEM.
Already introduced Into twenty-three State* and Territories of tin
Union, and into Canada.
IMPROVED EDITION.

PRICE REDUCED TO *8.00,

Inquire of M. B. ADKINSON. Jeffaraoa, Iowa.

It is simple but complete, oheap but durable,
and beautiful in appearances

It has a solid wooden back, which always keeps it
The author, a most competent organist and
cian, has attempted to get from the great mass o
in shape, and it does not mutilate the contents.

able material of Bach, Stainer, Rinck, Merke
Guilmant, only the best, and to present it in as
thin Blate which run the length of the periodical, and yet
tical and concise a form as possible.
can be removed at pleasure.
The explanations and directions in this wo
Bach Binder holds twelve copies, or a full year’s sub¬ be found so clear that any one with a knowled
music or of the piano can study the work witho
scription, of the Etude.
aid of a teacher, even though it is not so intended
author particularly.
The copies are instantly but securely bound by the

Price, Postpaid, $1.00.
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Fletcher Music Method
(SIMPLEX
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AND

Designed to Give a Good Working Knowled
of the Instrument

KINDERGARTEN.)

O T 1UT

of tl,e Method ie to
X
ELIMINATE THE
DRUDGERY of the etudy of Muxic,
»nd to give * FUNDAMENTAL, SYSTEMATIC
AND LOGICAL MUSICAL education in a way
that ehall be natural and pleaanrabl* to children,
and eo make it possible for Mueic to exercise her
threefold power of development.
After completing the course the child goes
to the instrument, reads music readily, knows the
keyboard, recognize* chord*, key*, etc. The ear
ha* been trained, and rhythm and time have been
developed as well as technique, and, best of all,
In such a way that the lots of Mqslc ha* Increased

•

•

.

Published by THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphi

AN ATTRACTIVE AND VALUABLE GIFT B
’

Originated by EVELYN ASHTON

In Praise of /Vlusic

FLETCHER, and indorsed by DR. HUGO

By W.

FRANCIS GATES

RIEMANN, JAROSLAW DE ZIELINSKI,
Buffalo, M. ANAGNOS, Director of the Per¬

12mo, Attractively Bound; Price, $LO

kins Institute, Boston, MADAME HOPEKIRK, SIGNOR ROTOLI, THOMAS TAP¬
PER, PHILIP SOUSA, JOHN ORTH, and
many other prominent Musicians and Edu¬
cators of America and Europe, and adopted
by many ofthelargest CONSERVATORIES
and Music Schools

This interesting work comprises three hun

and sixty-five selections, one for each day o
year, by writers of many ages and coun

expressing their ideas of the purpose and sco
the musical art.

These sayings are mostly

and all are clear and incisive.
During the past year and a half Mis* Fletcher has instructed over 160 teachers „„,l
,, „ , „
Miss Fletcher studied for five years la Europe, and returned In May from a very successf 11 ”, J* ^ M8,hod 19 gTeat*5'1,1 "easing,
eels, and Pari*.
^ succewful lecturing trip to London, Leipsic, Berlin, BrasAll the material* reqnired In teaching are protected by PATENTS AND PAN cmv nw
_
WITH MISS FLETCHER.
CAN 0NLY BE OBTAINED BY TAKING THE COUBSE
NORMAL CLASSES are held in BOSTON, NEW YORK, CHICAGO, and CINCINNATI

O,

Nowhere can

get a better idea of the scope and limitatio

music as expressed by the world’s most intere
writers than iu this beautiful volume.

The a

spent much time in their selection and has

a book that appeals to all readers of iuu
"■«-»

York,

literature.

Or Mrs. E. A. Sturgeon, .23 Fifty-flrat Boulevard' ChfcagTll"^0" A'e" Boston- Maas.,
Published by

THEO. PRESSER, Phila.,

Now, the musical condition of a country depends on
the loyalty of each section to its own musicians,—on

full of “ rag-time.”

Take the Scotch songs, “ Kinloch

of Kinloch,” “Highland

Minstrel Boy,” “Cornin’

BY THOMAS TAPPER.

the faith and satisfaction in his excellence accorded the

thro’ the Hye,” “Within a Mile of Edinboro’,” etc.,

provincial genius by his own country-side.

This liking

and you will find them full of “ rag-time ’’effects, while

The Teacher complained to me that the Litt

for one's own explains the full musical life of foreign
lands.

many of the Highland flings are as pure examples of

did not succeed in learning her Music History

The current notes of foreign musical papers are
crowded with obituaries of Italian, German, and

press of the present year.

rag time ” lets up, it will become so incorporated with

When she was done, the lowest terms of her com

French musicians whose names are totally unfamiliar
to us, but who have had their following in their own

the musical blood of the American people that, when

was this: As a result of studying Music History

we acquire a national type of music, “ rag-time ” effects
may be one of its characteristics, as it is in the case of
the Scotch.

the lessons carefully outlined, the Little Girl do

locality ; have written, edited, played, sung, and lived
and died in honor.

rag time ” as any that came to us wet from the printing
Unless the present craze for

Until every section of broad America can boast its own
admired musicians,—men whose talent grows, flowers
and ripens at home,-there will be no true development
of the art of music in this country.

Schopenhauer, the great apostle of pessimism, held
music as the greatest alleviation to the misery of exist¬
ence.

This misery he considered the logical result of the

blind struggle of the will, ever striving for the gratifica¬
If one has become discouraged, how shall interest be
revived ? is a query that is of moment to many a young

tion of its desires, yet never satisfied.

In his view

and earnest teacher, and even to the student of mnsic

sorbed in its enjoyment, forgets to strive, and a tempo¬
rary peace is thus secured.
*

music holds this struggle in abeyance; the will, ab¬

With the best of intentions in the heart one will find
interest beginning to flag, and that is the time for the in¬
quiry to be made.

A thoughtful writer in a recent issue of the “ Interna¬
tional Jou rnal of Ethics ” opens the way to a higher ideal

Perhaps too close attention has been given to one

of mnsic than that of a mere opiate to the woes of exist¬

side ol some subject; the nerves and mnscles may have
become tired of always moving in the same way and

ence
Free performances of the great masters have been
recently given rn Whitechapel, one of the most degraded

rebel so very decidedly as to cause a let down in energy

quarters of London, not only of oratorios but of fnstru

and, of course, in results.

mental works by Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Schnmann

The physical and mental go

much, following too closely the intellectual or literary

,?..heir 0™™helming effect on audiences in such a
ocality opens the question whether music of the highest
type may be used not only as a refining and cultivating

s.de of mnsic?

influence, bnt for something higher as well.

hand in hand, and we must watch one as well as the
other. Try a change of work. Have you been reading too
Then play more, practice sight-reading

hear more music, or vice versa.

Have you been giving a

ZtoTutllT TT

t0
1,8 higheSt
a"d h0lie6t
tee lings. If this expression
be denied,
deep unhappiness

great deal of time to the study of expressive performance
of your mnsic, so much so that yon have exaggerated

results.

legitimate methods?

feeling has been checked in many ways.

Then try the other swing of the

pendulum and give your time to technic, or vice versa
Seek rest, recreation, and restoration by a change of
diet.

In some parts of the country, November is an open

The heart

In these latter days the expression of regions
Higher criti

and 8cientiflc ~b have weakened old folTla*
m many minds, and nothing has arisen to take thMr
P ace. Religion has by no means failed, bnt its power
Of e.preraion i, with „„„ parl„

My sympathy was at once aroused in the Little

behalf, but I held my peace, and the Teacher cont

remember the important facts.

I set forth the case for the Teacher somew
follows :

I. Let us suppose that the Little Girl is righ
II. She undoubtedly cares very little for the

Music History, anyway.
III. In attempting to do as you bid, her sp

human nature instinctively rebels against the co
tive facts of Music History;

but delights to pic

bits here and there, because they are especially

esting—bits that delight her quite the same in t
of a playmate as in the life of Mozart.
Your method is this :
I. To begin at the beginning.

*

II. To follow the trail unswervingly.
III. To push on with grim determination to th

The strain is too mnch for the Little Girl, an
takes refuge in the interesting bits.
ways to all there is.

These bits ore

When yon know this sympa

cally, the Mnsic History lesson will never again
source of trouble. Then, again, you must remembe
the natural introduction to History is Biography ;

is less generality, more lively incident; you are de
with human life, rather than in ceutories.

^ou

something to take hold of, something to feel, some

to appreciate, something to compare with your own

Children do not show degeneracy in choosing to care
for the usual in Biography than for the unusual. Mo

Riicken, his hobby-horse games, his kingdom of

dren, touch ns nearer life’s center than the bare fac
he wrote a concerto for three pianos in February,

When the famous conductor arrived at his desk to con¬
duct “ Les Maitres Chanteurs, ” the public, aware that he
had engaged to remain in Vienna, gave him an ovation.
The city of Pistoja in central Italy has just opened a
very interesting exposition.

It is the leading center of

furnished by Mr. Th. Rehbaum.
prizes amount to 4500 marks.

Collectively, the

Johann Nepomuk Fuchs, Hofcapellmeister and Di¬
rector of the Conservatory of Vienna, died on the fifth of
October in the fifty-seventh year of his age.

musical instruments, besides a fine modern exhibit, dis¬

The Royal Opera in Madrid will present “ Siegfried ”
(in Spanish) during the coming season.

plays a rare collection of exquisite productions of the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

give during the coming season the orchestral works of

musical instrument making in Italy, end its section of

The Gewandhaus Concert Institute, Leipzig, will

There will be a congress of comparative history dur¬
ing the Exposition in Paris, held the last week of July.

Bach, Handel, Beethoven (“Missa Solemnis”), Haydn

The president of the section of the history of music is

(Manfred), Volkmann, Brahms, Liszt, Berlioz, Wagner

M. Bourgalt Ducondray ;
mille Saint-Saens.

d’Albert,

honorary president, M. Ca¬

Pietro Mascagni has completed his new opera, “ Les

Mozart,

Bruckner, Dvorak,

tate), and Rich. Strauss, besides new composers, extra
German work being well represented.

nounced are Huhn, Prevosti, Lehmann, Kalische, Melba

near Tuttlingen in the Black Forest, and the date of
manufacture is placed between the fourth and seventh
centuries.
The principal pieces of a ballet, “ Cendrillon,” have
been found among the effects of the late Johann
Btrauss.
Francois Tamagno has lately taken part in a con¬
cert for the benefit of a church near his country-place
at Varese, on the invitation of the Princess Letizia.
The returns were nearly 11,000 francs.
Joachim and Eagene D’Albert were the soloists at
the Brahms festival held at the inauguration of the
Brahms monument at MeiniDgen.
Mgr. Francis Redwood, the primate of New Zea¬
land, has recently acquired a Stradivarins, for which he
paid not less than 25,000 francs ($5000). He is an en¬
thusiastic amateur violinist.
Wk learn that Giieg has promised to write the music
t> an oratorio entitled “ Peace,” the text to be furnished

can.

| QiimioriV
f ANSWERS

Tschaikowsky, Glinka’

Glazonnow, Bizet, Goldmark, Grammann (Trauer can-

Masques.” The work puts on the stage the personages of

original was found in the tomb of a German warrior

and it is to be hoped that the winner may be

Diltersdorf, Weber, Mendelssohn, Schumann

old Italian comedy—Harlequin, Columbine, Pantalon
etc.
The Museum of Antique Instruments at Berlin has
received an exact copy of an old German Itotta. The

music, have offered a prize of $125 for an anthe

petition, open to any one. The prize is a very lib

The soloists an¬

and Dr. Walter; the pianists, Frau Bluthner-Pancera’
Bloomfield-Zeisler, d’Albert, Busoni, Siloti ; the vio¬
linists, Frl. Wietroroetz, Herrmann, Joachim, and
Hamann ; and the 'cellists, Wille and Wieresvolowes.
This list is interesting because it contains such a mix¬
ture of names either quite unknown or household words
in America.

[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions
department. Please write them on one side of the pap
and not with other things on the same sheet. In
Case the Writer's Full Address must be
or the questions will receive no attention. In no east
writer’s name be printed to the questions in The
Questions that have no general interest will not receiv
tion.~\

C. V. B.—H. G. Andres was born at Nancy, France, in 1
entered upon bis professional life as teacber at the age o
one, and continued in this work in his native town until I8
he came to the United States, where he has been very su
both as a teacher and concert pianist.

A Riem ann Conservatory was opened in Stettin on the
sixteenth of October.

D. C.—“ Claribel” was Mra Charlotte Arlington Barn
wrote some hundred ballads, most of which attained an e

Leoncavallo’s opera, “ La Bohfeme,” has met with
great success in Paris.

30, 1869.

nary popularity of a transient kind.

Norway brings forward a young composer, Eyvind
Alnaes, from Christiania, who is believed to have a fat

She died at Dover,

M. F. W.—An arpegsiated embellishment usually begin
beat of the note it adorns. Sometimes in Cbopinesque 101
arPeggiated ornaments are derived from the preceding cb
do rwt displace the note to which they are attached. S
lowest note of an arpeggiated bass on the beat.

The Russian violinist, Petschnikoff, has been recently
playing the concerto by Tschaikowsky in Stuttgart

In

°f US CritiC8 th6re he 8howed himself
one of the first virtuosos of the day. His Bach chaconne
was also greeted with great enthnsiam.
Mr. Frank van der Stccken’s symphonic prelnde
to Heine s tragedy, “William Ratcliff,” has been ac¬
cepted by Arthur Nikisch (Berlin Philharmonic) Dr
s,uT ^UUtf" ,(GUtzaich’ Col°Kne), Gus. Kogel (Mu’ Frankfort on the Miin), and W. Kes (Moscow)

Mbs. M. L. J. B.—Music in the C or tenor clef should b

in choral music between the bass and alto parts (middle
piano), beneath the alto. But this clef does not necessarily
the third space. It may occur on any line or space whate
ao may the G and F clefs.

C. M. P.—Friedrich Kuhlan was born Septeml>er 11,1788
over, and died March 18, 1832, in Copenhagen. He •»»*
In the streets of Brunswick, where he studied harmon
Schwencbe. He went to Copenhagen in 1810, and eight T*
received a dhlary and the title of Court Composer, ^
operas, chamber music, and piano pieces—all popular in
The sonatas are the remnants of his compositions still n
use.

ing, but think they will later on.

Meanwhile they prac

tice errors which are either retained, or which mnst be

ultra, why not have them, and not play the pianoforte
yourself?

unlearned—a slow and discouraging process and seldom
successful.
Now, what is the difference between the slow plodding
which impatient and superficial students sneer at and
their own method of study?

The finst is a constant step

forward ; the other a constant stepping, like the horse
in the treadmill, without change of place; or, like the
fabled frog in the well trying to get out, jumping for¬
ward two feet and falling back one or more feet: it is
time spent and nothing accomplished.
Why should students be willing to practice in soch a
way that they accomplish nothing?

Can they not see

that in the end they have spent as much time as the
plodders they affect to despise ?
liy not taking pains in the beginning they are con¬
stantly going back to remedy the deficiencies caused by
their hurried ways of study, and the result is that they
get discouraged and give up the piece, or they are satis¬
fied to play it with all its faults.
MUSICALr

JOHN 8

STUTTERING.

VAN CLEVE.

There are not wanting teachers who, in their ex¬
treme solicitude to secure correctness as to the notes
required, will take so much care with their pupils
compelling them to study each hand alone for an ex¬
tremely long time, then putting the hands together
under the immediate eye of the teacher, and above all

mental, time.

F. S. LAW.

nite period,-usually, ‘‘When I am able ”? Such requests

in music, are mental faculties.

the brain, as are the perceptions of tone and other se

coupled with poverty.

It seems unkind to allow a pos¬

Many pupils with a fair understanding of rhythm

to keep good time even after persistent use of the me

and yet the rewards of an arduous profession are not so

nome.

great that a busy teacher can afford to expend time and

tion is liable to be much stronger in the ordinary p

strength for an uncertain return.

Uncertain ?

Expe¬

rience shows that the return, or rather the lack of
return, is but too certain.

There is a curious delusion

in many minds concerning music lessons.

Some people

appear to think that because nothing tangible passes
between pupil and teacher they can borrow

The reason for this is that the faculty for c

than that of imitation.

Pupils with limited powe

imitation should be taught to create an idea of t
In counting, they should know that counting is
talking to one’s self.

If a pupil fails to count correc

or in an indifferent or irregular manner, the tea

money

should lead him to understand that he is master of h

from the latter (for that is what it amounts to) for an in¬

self, and should speak with authority and make him

definite term, —and that without having the shadow of a

obey.

claim upon him, either of friendship or even acquaint¬

men at work, and inquire whether the pupil tbiDks

ance

One teacher used to explain to such applicants

Illustrate by means of the instance of a gan

the men would work well if the “ boss ’’spoke to them

that her time and experience were her capital, and this

sleepy tones.

she could not afford to invest without a positive return

accurately, precisely, and with determination. Insist

Then insist that the pupil count clea

Another always replies, “Certainly,” but the ray of

he command his fingers into obedience to his mind.

hope diffused by this response is quickly quenched when
he adds as a condition a note for the amount indorsed

sist that his fingers follow his counting, and not

by two property-holders. In business, such a course is
understood ; it excites no remark. It is only because

invest the dullest pupils with a sense of time that

as little take a step from an inner wish or impulse of the

reward, or insist upon the last penny.

mind as the high-life Chinese ladies can walk upon their

there is the satisfaction of knowing that yonr charily

In the first

case

The teacher who
comfort of a material return.

In the third sneakim*

American boys studying mnsic), and administering a

plyTr1^/bn*9 neitl,er- ThC pr0verbial hes'bmcy to
pay. for a dead horse is alacrity itself compared to the

reproof, or at least a demand for immediate substitution

reluctance in paying for lessons which have been given

of the correct letter, is bringing np a race of musical

Let Z
Tk
ba8i8
future ability!
Let the student borrow if he must, but not from the

The very worst of all errors in a musical

They are functio

sible budding genius to be crushed by lack of means,

quite incapahle of any independent thinking, and can

stutterers.

All time and rhythm, as we are obliged to use t

are generally made on the score of exceptional talent,

meetC,'iT iPr°ftf9i0n ^ °ften aU°W nnb™°esslike
methods that such procedures occasion surprise. No •

or him (for, thank God 1 there are nowadays many

J. FRANCIS COOKE, M.B.

What is to be done with the would be pnpil who
begs for lessons on the promise of payment at an indefi¬

either give lessons for nothing, and let virtue be its own

never allows the pnpil to stumble without catching her

Do not neglect these v

poverty-stricken PUPILiS.

this, will demand immediate correction of all imperfect
false, or dropped notes instantly; that the pupil becomes

tiny, three-inch-long distorted feet.

with them in arrangements.
able opportunities.

??

^ °" thC

teacher, who can but ill afford it.

°f

Let him interest

counting his fingers.

Persistent efforts in this line

metronome can never cultivate.
ACCURACY IN TIME.
ROBERT D. BRA INK.

The majority of teachers do not insist on the p

learning to play a composition in perfect time, w

either right or left hand, and the result is that a l*
number of pupils never learn accuracy in time.

I

great many compositions the hand playing the ncc
panimeut keeps the hand playing the melody in

from the fact that certain notes of the melody band p
are struck with or just before or after the notes of
accompaniment, and this keeps the time values of
melody correct.

When, however, the pupil attempts

be counted by the thousands who have been turned
loose by thoughtless instructors in all directions.

and that lesson without protest.

sonata permits more variety of expression and effect t

One

Second, the teachers who come under this head have

would think, from appearances, that there had been a

charge of pupils from about sixteen to nineteen or

any other.

In the first movement there is the cont

between the first and second subjects, the independe

contest among the so-called teachers to see who could

twenty, all of whom can play passably well, perhaps,

and polphony so often met with in the “ working

send out the greatest number of half-developed perform¬

but who have no well-defined idea of what it means to

section,” and the development of climax which is ap

ers. Was there ever an instrument so much abused as
the piano? I trow not.

be a musician.

occur in the “coda.”

Of course, they are of such an age that

it would be rather difficult to tell them much about the

The dignity and breadth of s

of the slow movement affords an opportunity of

The forcing of musical students is also detrimental to

value of practicing in the right way, especially if their

the teachers, for it gives them a wrong idea of their

more variety.

early musical education was obtained with teachers

ing trio, there are new features, and the last movem

calling and a gross misconception of the objects of the
musical art.
The evil
injurious effects.

enumerated in the paragraph above this.

They detest

In the brisk scherzo, with its contr

while developed somewhat like the first, is differen

is, therefore, twofold in its

“dry techuic,” as they call it, and their kind teachers

musical content.

Many teachers are under the impression that they

force their development most unnaturally by letting
them have their own way.

tunities for massive chord playing, for figuration,

Third, teachers of this class are very ambitious, and

playing, for rhythmic contrasts, for variety in ph

possessed of extraordinary powers of imparting musical

ing, and for other features which it is impossible f

must not allow their pupils any time to rest, lest they
lose interest in their studies, and so they crowd upon
them work that is wholly unnecessary, making their
labors arduous and potting them in a stale of ner¬
vousness that prevents their understanding the sub¬
ject clearly.

The question with teachers seems to be

“How many pupils can we send out ?” and not “How
many real music students can we start aright? ”
It is foolish to expect that pupils can take a genuine
interest in music if they are not taught to think that its
purpose is beyond anything that can be measured by
personal glory or material gain and ambition.

No mat¬

ter how gifted one may lie with musical talent, he must
grow slowly to attain perfection.

The full-blossomed

rose is not possible until after the formation of the bud,
and he who interferes with nature's handiwork to the ex¬

instruction to children or adults of any age.

Their

great claim is that “any one can become a musician” if

A work like this will contain opp

canlabile, for effects of light and shade, for polypho

work written in a smaller form to possess.

Besi

there is in the study of a fine sonata a developmen

he follows their “method,” which, in reality, is no

musicianship which can not be secured in any other

method at all, for the laws laid down are entirely at

of solo work.

variance with the true science of teaching.

They

It is really educational in this respec

The modern

“sonata” was unknown to Bach

“guarantee” to teach any one in from three to nine

Handel, and it is much to be regretted, for with

months to play the piano, and perhaps other instruments

massive genius of these two great men we might h

also. Is not this auother instance of forcing develop¬
ment?
r

had some fine works in this form, even though wri

I thiuk the majority of my readers will agree that I

tas” are really “suites,” which were the progeni

for the meager instruments of their day.

Bach’s 1 s

am not making reckless exaggerations, for if they will

of the modern sonata.

think the matter over carefully, and investigate for

the beginning of the modern type, and contain muc

themselves, they will see that I have not painted the
picture too darkly.

interest.

Emanuel Bach’s sonatas

But it is with Haydn that the sonata pro

tent of pulling the bud’s petals apart, thinking theieby

begins.

to hasten the opening of the blossom, simply deprives it

to onr ears, accustomed to the harmonies of IVag

of the power of becoming a perfect flower.
me teachers ought to

learn a

It seems to

valuable lesson from

nature in the way of patience, practical economy, and
artistic appreciation.
Life is short with even the oldest, and I wonld not
for a moment have my overarabitious teachers imagine
that I wonld approve of their pupils underestimating
the value of time by wasting it unnecessarily. But time
that is not utilized to practical advantage is worse than
wasted, so that everything depends upon how the days
and the weeks and the months are passed.

Nor wonld

pinched leatures, pale faces, and nervous tempera
of onr school children, who, when they take n
stndy of music, are entirely unfitted to do so.
up lor

To

lost time ’’ the music teacher is permittee

what he thinks is best, and he usually decides thi
not really necessary for this one or that one to folk
regular course of musical instruction, he or she
“specially ” gifted, and thus another alleged mush
thrown upon the world.
To think thnt music, which is acknowledged thi
of all the arts,” should be subjected to such treat
It is inconceivable how any teacher who has an;

Some

and Dvorak.

of

his sonatas seem rather child

But there are others which possess m

beauty and variety.

There is the one in E-flat, wi

certain amount of breadth in it which reminds on

the future Beethoven. There is the beautiful sonat
D, with its tender, slow movement so simple and
so full of pathos.

There are those in C-minor

B-minor, which foreshadow sonatas in minor keys
moderns.

With Mozart the canlabile is a great feature, and
sonatas are fall of it.

The great fantasia and soDat

C-minor is a necessary work in the course of all stude
of the pianoforte.

The sonatas in A minor and F-Di

Her tone is full, warm, and plastic, but not
remarkable for thrilling sensuous beauty.

clean.

The chief characteristic of her style seems

It

archness, a certain graceful sprightly flavor, like

suggests the handclasp of a large, noble, clear¬

tone of conversational badinage in vogue in the

headed, and kind-hearted matron, of goodly

French society, so aptly designated by them as “spi

impulses hut moderate enthusiasm, and just a
touch of benevolent superiority.

elle.”

The number by Liszt read simply “Rhap¬

There is an evident inclination to play wit

subject and her listeners, not in a would be humo
vein, but airily, fancifully, with just a hint of coqu

sodies” on the program, and we had a vague

In this, her own peculiar field, she is fascinating.

wonder as to whether we were to hear all

has moments, too, of dreamy tenderness and pe

fifteen in their entirety.

When it was begun,

languor, which are wondrously attractive, but she ra

however, we recognized and lost again the
familiar strains, now of one, now of another,

if ever, touches the depths of profound emotion.
Chaminade’s abilities as a composer far exceed

as if chasing a masquerader with half a dozen

powers as a performer, whether by natural endow

tricky disguises.

or from more complete development it is hard to

All the most brilliant, tell¬

ing, and popular portions of the second, sixth,

Her piano-works are all of the same piquant, gra

cal art, while possessing enough of the inherent artistic

and twelfth, with briefer fragments from a
number of others, were dazzingly mingled and inter¬

type, novel and capricious in their effects, neither

instinct and fine feminine sensibility to give warmth and

woven, with incredible speed and craft, until, at the close,

color to all her work and to free it from the cold and

exquisite creations, with marked individuality, for

we were left dazed, confused, breathless, and, I may

stiff pedantry too often found in the readings of dis¬
tinctively German pianists.

almost a school by themselves, and well worth pla

add, nearly deafened, by this, undoubtedly the most

most of them, by artist as well as amateur.
Singularly enough, however, it is in her songs

Sopiiie MESTER.

We heard her in the Liederhalle, in Stuttgart, in a
regular recital program, embracing a great variety of
standard works of almost every style and a few unique
modern novelties. It opened with a colossal BachTausig prelude and fugue, given with a breadth and
majesty, a physical power and technical accuracy, which
even the mighty D’Albert might have striven in vain to
surpass.
Uninteresting as was this,—and, for that matter, as are
all Bach fugues for piano to most listeners,—it was im¬
possible to refuse her a tribute of profound admiration
for her complete command of technical resources and
the apparent ease with which she subjugated the tre¬
mendous difficulties presented.

We all reverence the

power to do, even when the thing done does not appeal
to ns, and when most wishing that the power might be
applied to some more satisfactory and thankful end.
Right here, at the risk of being burned as a heretic, let ’
me ask an honest question, to be answered candidly by
each reader, in the safe privacy of his own inner con¬
sciousness, if he has not the courage to stand openly to
his convictions in the frowning face of conservatism and

brilliant and astounding concert number ever rendered
upon any program.
Her own closing number, not very profound, but full
of spirited rhythms,

sparkling cadenzas,

flashes

of

deep nor very strong, but fanciful, striking, and

Chaminade reaches her highest level. These ar
melodious and, in the best sense of the term, effec
but should never be sung except in French.

He

astounding virtuosity, bordering close upon the humor¬

find genuine emotion and plenty of it, covering a

ous, reveling in glissando runs in double thirds and

siderably varied range of moods, pleading tender

octaves, the whole bristling with stupendous difficulties,
was tossed off with careless ease, like a handful of

stirring passion, fiery energy, and even bold hero

bright-colored sugarplums thrown to a crowd of chil¬
dren.

songs they are preeminently singable, capable of

In personal appearance Frau Menter was rather im¬
pressive. Her many sojourns in Russia seem to have

sympathetic task, and a chance to utilize the best

imbued her with the real Slavonic taste in the matter

an intelligible, well-balanced, and fully develop
pression of some definite and concrete artistic

of dress and decoration.

Although fully fifty years of

age, she was attired, except for her jewels, like a girl of
sixteen.

She wore a gown of light blue (most youthful

of colors), with her dark hair loose and flowing over her
shoulders, the ends rolled into heavy curls.

I never

knew a lady to appear in the concert-room wearing so
many jewels.

They included a complete tiara of gold

ably and forcibly expressed.

Like most modern I'r

adequate rendition, affording the singer a grateln

is in his voice and in his heart, and giving the :in‘i

They are sensuously beautiful, if you will, but genll
musical, with melodies that not only can be sung

that almost sing themselves, and thrill the listen
qualities too often conspicuous by their absence in

of the modern German school and its imitators, w

and diamonds ; two necklaces, one of five or six ropes of

though noticeably, perhaps too laboriously, orlb
admirably made, and full of points and suggestion

pearls and the other a kaleidoscopic display of gems of

the student, are too sketchy, too incomplete, too

every kind and color, a foot deep ; while'pins, brooches,

and elusive in their effects, as well as too unnatnra

after all, may be the best art for all purposes
and everyday use.
Her tone is full, warm, and plastic, but not
remarkable for thrilling sensuous beauty.

It

tone of conversati

French society, so a

impulses but moderate enthusiasm, and just a
touch of benevolent superiority.

elle.”

In this, her own p

has moments, too

fifteen in their entirety.
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Tausig prelude and fugue, given with a breadth and
majesty, a physical power and technical accuracy, which
even the mighty D’Albert might have striven in vain to
surpass.
Uninteresting as was this,—and, for that matter, as are
all Bach fugues for piano to most listeners,—it was im¬
possible to refuse her a tribute of profound admiration
for her complete command of technical resources and
the apparent ease with which she subjugated the tre¬
mendous difficulties presented.

We all reverence the

power to do, even when the thing done does not appeal
to us, and when most wishing that the power might be
applied to some more satisfactory and thankful end.
Right here, at the risk of being burned as a heretic, let '
me ask an honest question, to be answered candidly by
each reader, in the safe privacy of his own inner con¬
sciousness, if he has not the courage to stand openly to
his convictions in the frowning face of conservatism and

vein, but airily, fa
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standard works of almost every style and a few unique
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Although fully fifty years of

age, she was attired, except for her jewels, like a girl of
sixteen.

She wore a gown of light blue (most youthful

of colors), with her dark hair loose and flowing over her
shoulders, the ends rolled into heavy curls.

I never

knew a lady to appear in the concert-room wearing so
many jewels.
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Her finger technic is fluent, crisp, and remarkabl

Her tone is full, warm, and plastic, but not
remarkable for thrilling sensuous beauty.

It

suggests the handclasp of a large, noble, clear¬

tone of conversational badinage in vogue in the bes

French society, so aptly designated by them as “spiritn

impulses but moderate enthusiasm, and just a
touch of benevolent superiority.

elle. ”

color to all her work and to free it from the cold and
stiff pedantry too often found in the readings of dis¬
tinctively German pianists.
We heard her in the Liederhalle, in Stuttgart, in a
regular recital program, embracing a great variety of
standard works of almost every style and a few unique
modern novelties. It opened with a colossal BachTausig prelude and fugue, given with a breadth and
majesty, a physical power and technical accuracy, which
even the mighty D’Albert might have striven in vain to
surpass.
Uninteresting as was this,—and, for that matter, as are
all Bach fugues for piano to most listeners,—it was im¬
possible to refuse her a tribute of profound admiration
for her complete command of technical resources and
the apparent ease with which she subjugated the tre¬
mendous difficulties presented.

We all reverence the

power to do, even when the thing done does not appeal
to us, and when most wishing that the power might be
applied to some more satisfactory and thankful end.
Right here, at the risk of being burned as a heretic, let '
me ask an honest question, to be answered candidly by
each reader, in the safe privacy of his own inner con¬
sciousness, if he has not the courage to stand openly to
his convictions in the frowning face of conservatism and

There is an evident inclination to play with he

subject and her listeners, not in a would be humorou

vein, but airily, fancifully, with just a hint of coquetry

sodies” on the program, and we had a vague

In this, her own peculiar field, she is fascinating.

wonder as to whether we were to hear all
fifteen in their entirety. When it was begun,
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languor, which are wondrously attractive, but she rarely

however, we recognized and lost again the

if ever, touches the depths of profound emotion.
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familiar strains, now of one, now of another,

Chaminade’s abilities as a composer far exceed he
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tricky disguises.

or from more complete development it is hard to say
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we were left dazed, confused, breathless, and, I may

almost a school by themselves, and well worth playing

add, nearly deafened, by this, undoubtedly the most

most of them, by artist as well as amateur.
Singularly enough, however, it is in her songs tba
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The chief characteristic of her style seems to h

archness, a certain graceful sprightly flavor, like th

headed, and kind-hearted matron, of goodly

The number by Liszt read simply “Rhap¬

instinct and fine feminine sensibility to give warmth and
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brilliant and astounding concert number ever rendered
upon any program.
Her own closing number, not very profound, but full
of spirited rhythms, sparkling cadenzas, flashes of
astounding virtuosity, bordering close upon the humor¬

deep nor very strong, but fanciful, striking, and ofte

Chaminade reaches her highest level. These are a
melodious and, in the best sense of the term, effective
but should never be sung except in French.
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find genuine emotion and plenty of it, covering a eon
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In personal appearance Frau Menter was rather im¬
pressive.

Her many sojourns in Russia seem to have

imbued her with the real Slavonic taste in the matter
of dress and decoration.

Although fully fifty years of

age she was attired, except for her jewels, like a girl of
sixteen.

She wore a gown of light blue (most youthful

of colors), with her dark hair loose and flowing over her
shoulders, the ends rolled into heavy curls

I never

knew a lady to appear in the concert-room wearing so
many jewels

They included a complete tiara of gold

ml diamonds ; two necklaces, one of five or six ropes of
pearls and the other a kaleidoscopic display of gems of
every kind and color, a foot deep ; whjpins, bZhes

sympathetic task, and a chance to utilize the best

^

is in his voice and in his heart, and giving the an ren^
an intelligible, well-balanced, and fully develope
pression of some definite and concrete artistic 1

They are sensuously beautiful, if you will, hut genttiD*^

musical, with melodies that not only can be sung, ^
that almost sing themselves, and thrill the
qualities too often conspicuous by their absence m
of the modern German school and its imitators, w
though noticeably, perhaps too laboriously, 011

admirably made, and full of points and 8Ugge*tI01)S
the student, are too sketchy, too incomplete, too « ^
and elusive in their effects, as well as too unnatura ,

The first element in beauty is order, the recognition
of a unifying law which underlies all expression. The
appreciation of this element, even though it were instinc¬
tive, would certainly place the instrument and the tech¬
nical mastery of that instrument below the ideal to be
expressed through it. At the same time, the very fact that
it is the lower is the reason for first attacking and mas¬
tering it.

But to separate technic from the idea of beauty

a conception of something more than notes, muscles’
keys, or even tones and forms ; something we call soul’
or spiritual meaning, or highest or ultimate end of the
work, or artistic content.

This is the result of creative

from technic, because technic has become so much apart

the mind from the others: as, for instance, thinking from

nator0 it ahonld retire into the background and leave
the first place to that for which it exists

raison d'etre of technic is the expression of the beautiful
the two can not be taught separately.
Discrimination and control of muscles may be taught
apart from piano-playing and tone-production, but they
are to besought and acquired for the purpose of toneproduction. Tone production itself fails of its ultimate
object if it gratifies only the sense of hearing and bears
not a message to the man through his senses.

that it is

second

nature.

Being second

In so far as thought of the personal self is present
either as a hindrance to free expression or as vain pri^
“ ,t11,e performance, the ideal is obscured.

But what

shall

be said of the performance barren of any ideal to
he expressed ? Let us have art, though it be sfmple and
crude, and leave artisanship to the trades.

THE SCALES AGAIN.

The

practice to readers of The ETDDTwrSi70n '
constantly reminded of two '
’
^ hey 81
practice .he
ery e3sential aids in ,
practice—the metronome and accent
p„f k i

resniunt self-control, direction of motor activity keen
observation by the eye, a certain kind of reasoning power

more than that.
tive power

To connoisseurs this word “thud

a key is sounded.
This sound can be detected in all pianos,

but

touching on the part of the player.
There are great differences in the elasticity, ft* on
and responsiveness of piano actions.
There are also many names for actions, according
the Brown action, the English action, and others,

eager and

thorough) T “

8t'UleDt

each has its peculiarities as to the weight of re8is a
to the fingers and other features ; each has its ad van

and each its disadvantages.
.
There are several elements in the construe ion

Art is the free play of the soul’s crea¬

All this work must be transformed by the

actions which influence their qualities in convfy1®.^

alchemy of the mind into a product which bears the
marks of free spontaneous activity, and the result shonld

intention of the player so as to secure an exp

make us say, “how beautiful,” not “how wonderfnl ”

result.

The artist is the one who is conscious of his creative
power, and gloria, in it; is filled with the joy of doing, as
the care-free child ,s filled with the joy of living.

The

perfectly heilthy man is unconscious of his physical self,

van

the type or model, such as the Erard action, soca

an intellectual understanding of musical forms, are all
means to an end. These are the tools
An artisan may
use the tools and produce good, honest work, but art is

of the maker, replied, “ I do not like it; there is

seriously impair the effect in spite of the utmost skill

unto Casar the things that are Ciesar’s,” hot the artist

Doubtless there is good in this mechanical drill

bor, “ What piano is that? ” and on being told the na

strings; sometimes the thud sounds so strongly as

Very well; “render

and art are in no wise profited by a mechanical display
however perfect it may l>e.

artist. A distinguished American musician and pia
teacher sitting near was heard to inquire of his neig

greatly in its prominence relative to the tone of t

BY KATE WALDO PECK.

ing more pupils to be trained, more grist to his mill, a8 it

The wr

was once seated in the old Academy of Music in N
York, listening to a piano recital by a well-kno

in some pianos precedes or accompanies the tone wh

The Importance op Metronome and Accent.

It may profit a piano teacher by bring¬

were, and by filling his pockets.

account the wide and marked differences which ex
between the various sorts of piano actions.

expresses the effect of the woody knock or bump whi

in scale work, strength in chord-work, memory of many
pages of notes ?

Musical critics and others who are wont to disc

methods of touching the piano seem never to take i

much thud to it.”

What has it profited an artist when he has excited the
wonder of an audience by the facility of his pupil’s fingers

BY HERYE WILKINS.

To play artistically necessitates a measure of freedom

is as great an impossibility as to separate any function of
And since the

TOO MUCH “THUD!”

p iwer, which is never exercised except under the con¬
ditions of freedom and spontaneity.

of ones self

feeling and willing-all are involved.

care of itself.

We say in general, speaking of a given action, th* ^
keyboard 1

Her f,n

^ np an<t down over

.Saif™ 80 “
Heir regular order

'Jut T

lb«

i«

d<"m' 0V" ">■ «»k,

or that it is not responsive, but we seldom or nev
for the reasons why.

There are some actions UP°®. ^

it is impossible to play with any shading; e^C^9ll0
must be loud or else weak and muffled, for the m >
perfect; and, especially, there are many action-

however, is invariably the man who makes a specialty

organists, was another persevering genius.

of some one instrument, or of the voice.

You can not

youngster, labored under difficulties which would make

Bach, as a

be an expert performer upon the violin and at the same

music seem utterly out of the question to most of us.

Either instrument

or instance, he used to engrave the copper plates from

wonld take every minute of your practice time, to make

which his compositions were printed—a task most trying

time play the organ scientifically.

any headway at all. These are days of specialists,
not only in the musical profession, but in all lines of
thought.

k TB' nl1" Wanted 8°me mauuscriPt once which
^llowT

inSt°Pher h8d’ bDt Which he would not

ud his mffid 1
1 t0 nSe' The y°nDg man had made
P his mind, however, that he would have them.
He

Do n’t wear long hair as soon as yon enter a conserva¬
tory. I know you at once feel “professional,” and I

used to steal up to his brother’s room, night after night

know a great many of your fellow-students will be

and copy the manuscript by the light of the moon

making a specialty of cultivating their “ flowing locks ” •
but do not, my dear brother, make hair YOUB specialty’
\ onng physicians usually attempt to grow a luxuriant
beard before they begin their practice. There is some
excuse for this, because they must look mature and
wise in order to gain the confidence necessary to the
successful pursuit of their work.

Long hair, however

is not necessary to our work, although many of us seem
to have a delusion that it has been considered as a
neces«ary adjunct to our art.
Do n’t try to look odd.

Why should yon ?

You are

an ordinary human being gifted with the divine spirit
of music in your soul, and having the power and ability
to give expression to it.

We musicians have had the name of “knowing
nothing but music.” That day has passed. The musi¬

I know of a young lady for whom I always had the
sTJdT4 fbDg °f respect and admiration.

She pur¬

way tbrouah r " the C°“8er^’ and paid her oTn
Z Sir. yearS °f the barde8t kind of Btrngg g. She lived in a small furnished room and tutored
a few pupils ,n French ; in the summer she acted S
waitress in a sea side hotel. Through these

institution.

This has always seemed to

me to be

Inaction is danger and dea

— Whatever the heart does is done well.
— Failure is the guide that often leads us to succes

— Some men blow their own trumpets by praising
others what is most conspicuous in themselves.
— It takes an independent thinker to go hunting
new ideas.

— If you can’t swim, never wade in unknown wate
— Education is a mental mariner.

himself.

suits."

— To get the good out of the years, we must lea

«.«on,, hr„t,

««

with the English language

0 Pnrsue his studies,
Wensed

Unfamiliar
X ^ P hlm pr°'

eame out decidedly on top
I, no/thT
those who are just now finding the w
for day when night isXnS.”

"°rk h*

r°Dgh ?

“ L°°k

chX^X'oXwXX’paJeTts^"”7 8tndeDts who
ery beds of ease ” VhTs X J
aTa.,y attends the

J ^ 8ail on “ fl°w'
^

a thorough experience, and in almost every case the

how to live each hour well.

Be what you want others to think you are.
— The development of the best within us is offen

due to our failures than to our successes.
— The man who makes no mistakes, makes no progre*

— Laying the ax to the branches instead of “
r0
of the tree ” will not keep new ones from sprouting.

Investigation is a cure for prejudice.
— The happiest people in the world are those wlw a
at rest from themselves and at work for others.
" Are you in earnest? Seize this very minute,^
What can you do, or think you can, begin it.

The man who thinks, leads the crowd.
The man who lives for a purpose, helps give of

°k 0<ECe maDager> tok« especial pains to
bJittle the beginner, and to make him feel that it will
be a very great favor to accept him at all, when really

— Activity is safety.
Work, or die.

— Character is the mirror of thought.

An0th ^

ate y cooled by the reception we get at the office of the
unnecessary. The person in charge of the college office
should be possessed of a kind heart. I have had quite

be overrun with mus

— Effort converts the ideal into the real.
— The man robs others who does not make the best

nonnee his words, and after three

Our ardor is immedi¬

how we should

our foremost concert and church siifgers

At the beginning of our conservatory or college
course we at the very start meet with a discount
the conservatories for admission.

imagine

geniuses now had they been allowed to develop t
wonderful gifts !

ehe paid her way, and this brave girl t to X “r

cian of to-day who has standing and prestige must be
educated and refined.

After years of local training we apply at one of

Perhaps it is wise that they were deprive

studying the divine art in their youthhood, for

To those who are poor come the real hardships in
acquiring a college education of any sort, especia fv n
™. Free scholarships
ghj
IZ
have exceptional talent.

and labored under the disnrU.

ment.

probably go away up into the thousands in this cou
alone!

BLASTS FROM “THE RAM’S HORN.”

You need to have the air of a

professional man ; you will do just as good work with¬
out being looked upon as a freak.

would have “startled the musical world” had

been blessed with opportunities “ when young” wo

a purpose for living.
bj hartlgto 'Xirte
”h°
*ot h,m‘
Mendelssohn. He was of con^ ““‘C 1 might men«on
M’ of course, a thoroughly earnest

The big “ I ” sees everything but himself.
It is a pregnant adage which says, “If yoa °e
do what you can’t, you’ll never do what yon can.

by the numerous so-called “ advanced methods.”
possible.

It is often the case that overzealons people

who are so fond of imparting have very little knowl¬
edge but a great deal of information.

Such, who have
“In the mas*er the courage to learn we find •
Content with itself is each smaller mind.” ’

not the right idea of edneation, are prone to take up
everything new, thinking that as all their ideas are
Xow, without a great amount of knowledge one can not
have quality, because this implies the ability to select
It is only by knowing other things that the mind
knows any one thing.” I remember hearing of a mother
who aaked a certain superintendent of schools if her
children were progressing-that is, if they were learning'
to Ms.*. “ My dear Madam,” he replied, “do you think
we have time for that t ”
Many object to the word “method” as applied to
rrr’ deC,l8riDB tbat they folIow "o
Plan, but
teach the pupil according to his needs. The word is
ambiguous in its meaning; b„t, used in its broadest
sense, every educator has a method. Sully (“ Hand-book
,

- r

method in Piilinofion

--

__

V

“• I large .sense

of difl-. 'Y"?11? meanS th® di8P°sinK »“«i arranging
o
i
ren t parts of onr work so as best to secure the

the best results are to be attained.

Yet, how many pupils strictly follow each and ever

rule and precept laid down for their advancement? Ever

music teacher knows that obedient pupils are rare, an

that the teacher is often blamed for the results of th
pupil’s indifference.

exhausted, they should of necessity obtain new ones

rr..tUr, .

Some

argue that it is better and wiser to take this course.
After all, one can not but agree with the old verse :

The true student will always progress and be constantly
making new discoveries, either through his own exnerf
ence or that of others.

There are teachers who are per.'

fectly satisfied with themselves in every way and have

zzrestFi: ::ythir

of ^
method.
For example, oatside
piano teachers
who *-«-«they are on the right road
****
X, who was a pupil o Bel v
? Pf °f Herr
thnven o
f
err Y, who studied with BeeWhen we consider the verv

t

h

Now, what is the use of paying for advice and ia
structions you do not heed ?

Would you go to a docto

for medicine, pay for it, throw it away, and expect to b
benefited thereby ?

Certainly not.

But that would b

no more unreasonable than to disregard the instruction

of your music teacher and still hope to attain proficiency
in short order.

Remember that your teacher can only guide you in
your progress ; he can not do your work for you.

been made in the mechanism'oTtb' a.DgC8 tbat bave
last century, can we not realize th
le Plano within the
for technical development diff
f “eces8ity of methods
Bach?
ren rom those used by
This change in the insimm^t *.

If he

00nld’ y°u “right as well have him do your playing fo
you also. You should have a teacher in whom you have
perfect confidence ; then obey him as to what to practice
and the methods to be employed. Do n’t leave your le*-

son as soon as his back is turned and go fooling away

growth and development in piano rT
P°9a‘ble a
tnr“. has created a necessity iyT”0 l eratnre’ wf>ich, in

y0Ur time on popular airs and rag time trash, but stick
to your scales and exercises until he is satisfied with
Apply the same common sense to yonr musical study
that yon would use in other things, and if you work

rssrsfsz:%
t"" ”''lho"

-rrd“°‘ttszr*be

to* rtWto,

They will not b. wilH„g „

w.
VVe z:StSZT**
have all heard fine player* andTteg^mwh^aS
Of obtaining more light and help
® Chancee
Bnt these

at results in spite of teaching and methods.

ire the exceptions, and we have to deal with the average
pnp.l who needs help and encouragement at every step.
value of methods*c^proveS.

0688 “

“stage’suc-

^teVg^

““d force.

improvement or progression.
'
It is a matter of history that the old
.
7
01,1 methods of

—
lo giVe
h
1° -—la
recite is to
give to phrase
„ a
ords their
--. u*
1 a- ses
and 10
to e88ential
essential
words
their proper
value • is
* .1M,d
and shadows
To rl
\
dl8tnbnt« lights, lines
• T° recite 18 K> mold.-C. Coquelin.

Edmund de Qoncourt.

appearance> memory,

.

earnestly according to instructions, you will seldom have
cause to feel dissatisfied with your teacher.—“Dom¬
inant.”
■ One very successful way for a teacher to throttle a
child’s individuality and cramp its musical growth is
to rigorously weed out any little mannerisms that may
crop out in the course of its development. Unless these
mannerisms should go to the extreme of eccentricity, no
such thing should be perpetrated. Nothing can so gne
tone and character to the whole individuality, the who e
nature of a human being, as a few healthy idioms an
well cultivated peculiarities. Many an otherwise taiis cold
com ana
ented 8tudent’s praying
playing is
and commonplace _
cause 801116
»me well-wishing
well-wishing teacher
teacher has
discouraged n>9
Can,se
has discouraged
■
munnoJ__3 • T
TTT1. A
QPPT11
frly ““““erisms and idioms. What may seem the
0f a chiW’8 work often turn out to be its greatest
virtues.

For instance, it is not worth while, in teaching a
child, to refer to the workings of a steam-engine to

choice and expression of illustration.

It almost seems

Let there be no fear of there ever being too much ex¬

to me that these things must be inborn in the person.

pression and emotion, for the natural tendency is the

Nor to the

Certainly they may be cultivated, but the teacher who
starts in hie without them and expects to acquire them

taste, and

budding Riv6-King of sweet sixteen is it worth your

as le goes along, without any previous aptitude, will

will bring all parts into an artistic and harmonious rela¬

while to speak of a landscape by Corot or a law of

probably make just such a teacher as we may find exam¬

tionship.

physics, nor to illustrate by the art of ancient Borne or

ples of in every county-teachers that teach merely as

whatever into a pupil’s playing ; and, of course, i

Greece ; and upon the arrival of Miss Prim or Miss

a financial operation, not because they are attracted to
it because of a love for it; teachers whose work is dry

can not be done until the pupil knows the piece so well

and uninteresting; who are practically, from a higher
standpoint of judgment, failures.

tensity.

illustrate the point you are trying to make ; the child
does n't know or care anything about it.

Perky (aged perhaps forty, and with silver threads
among the gold) do not waste your time by calling at¬
tention

to the harmonic structure, nor explain under

what circumstances the composition came to be written,
nor dare to relate an incident from your own experience
to illustrate this point or that, for, “ havin' taught the
pianner herself onct,and havin’ had a lot o’ skollers up
in ’Sconsin,” she is far above having the valuable lime
that she has paid her money for wasted in that way.
And in matters that yon think are of common, every¬
day knowledge, be sure of your ground before yon illus¬
trate ; that is to say, be sure that the illustration illus¬
trates.

To make it clearer still, we must illustrate the

unknown by the known ; we must get the new thing
into the pupil’s head by means of an old one that he
already has there. The unfamiliar is made familiar by
means of that which is well known and understood.
So one must choose as vehicles of their ideas those
things and circumstances with which the pupil is fa¬
miliar, or those words of which he knows the meaning.
For instance, in talking to a class in a Western col¬
lege recently, I had occasion to refer to the opera in illus¬
trating some point.

Incidentally, I thought I would test

the gener.il knowledge and reading of the class by ques¬
tioning them concerning the purpose and make up of
opera.

Such blank looks met my innocent endeavors

that I passed around the class the simple question
W hat is an opera ? ’ ’ The answer was an intense and
continuous silence.
-by the class

That question is not answered yet

Now, yon see, I simply got beyond the

depth of young people who do not read the papers or
magazines and whose environment was, to say the least

Talent in this line may be latent, not having been

reverse, and the lapse of time, the ripening of a refined

the discrimination of a mature judgmen

The great difficulty is to get any emotion

that his mind is entirely free and open to emotional in¬

And this indispensable quality of good and

effective playing is as capable of cultivation as is any
other gift.

called into active operation sufficiently to make illustra-

Teachers become so bound down to technicalities,

hon easy
To old teachers advice is superfluous ; they
mostly get into their ruts and stay there. And ruts

details of time, and calculating of note values, technical

criticism, listening to tone-qualities in touch, looking
after a correct fingering and true reading, that they for¬
wh
I™87 ^ e’ther g00d 0r bad’ according to
get that all of these things have a right to exist only as
a means to expressive playing.
Teachers forget the
Il Wce may
mav I"8?'
t0 the y°UDg teather a -ord of
advice
be less *“
wasted.
value of ‘‘spirit ” in their constant search after conectIt is simply this : As you go to your teaching to day
ness of ‘‘letter.” As soon as a pupil can play a P118'
sage in correct time, fingering, aud touch, he should
"»> J™ -1U tr, to b.
Z'bZ
never again play it without the best and most intense
expression he can possibly give it. Such expressions!
xplain that, that you will tell them how or why this
intensity soon becomes a habit, and its constant pres¬
ence in the pupil’s thought rapidly developsitsintensity
PJZZ«T,“ “
*»
and cultivates a delicate sensitiveness to content-values
in melody and harmony. The pupil so trained plajs
Music, not merely Notes. Music becomes an expressim
.""r
of the best feelings that there is in his mind and soul;
«P
ill.,,mm mZmLVZ
it becomes to him a sacred art, not a trifling pastime.
Finally, intensity of application when at the instru¬
ment results in learning the task in a very much shorter
time and with less total effort. The economy of time
and tnition resulting from intense application is great,
.liff.oDg
and the satisfaction felt in rapid advancement, aud u>
feeling that the greatest gift of heaven, opportunity,
has been made the most of, makes life seem wort“
living.
Psychologists teach us that the brain >?
much like the soil of a flower garden. If the gardener
---with his trowel but lightly touches the surface, litt e
impression is made in the soil, and all traces ol it»«
“ Above aTuhi Wr°te t0 * y0nng musician in 1848soon effaced by storms and winds
But if he forces “W
trowel down deep into the earth, the marks will sh°
«... .b. .id or
the results of his strength for a long time. So with
idea in your head until ™
over yonr melodic
brain : strong mental effort makes lasting impressions.
well done.’
If the in
T ** ‘° y™lf: ‘ * is
And, too, that great element of power, liabit, comes
soul, if you
have
011°
38
from jour
with a helping hand, and makes for the intense stui e
j
nave felt
lett it
it, others
will*niaDafed
feel it, too.”
a * royal road to learning. ”
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almost sensational, taste in music is as evident in the

the faces of a dozen or two among the best known of

astonish our intellects with a thousand sounds pe

hymn tunes of the day as were the characteristics of

these must, at any rate ought to, engage the interest of

minute, covering all varieties of technical difficulties

earlier days.

Beethoven is in this respect as ranch the

musical people of the church-going sort, or even of the

we turn from him to the one who expresses himself in

master of English psalm tnnes as he is in another way

non-churchgoing sort, if only they care for art as a
pnblic concern.

telligently and feelingly in the wordless musical speech

of modern symphonic form.

It is the very soul of the

modern age uttering its strong, varied, and often obscure
yearning in modern song.

In fact, the charge is freely

brought against Dykes, Barnby, Calkin, and all like
them that they are sentimentalists.
A half tutored

American

TEACHERS SHOULD PLAY FOR PUPILS.
BY MABY HEWSON.

and awakens feeling in all who listen to its utterance

through pieces by these composers, would as soon think
The

pieces seem to him too scientific to be sentimental,
too hard to express any feeling.

Nevertheless, the

charge is true, and its truth indicates to a large extent
the merit of these composers.

The age is sentimental

when it has a chance to escape the rattle of machinery
and withdraw from the struggle to get the upper hand
of somebody ; and the musician who can express the
feeling of his age, whether in grand opera and sym¬
phony which the people like or in sonnd psalm tunes
which the people will sing, is the real genins of his age.
At least, so far as musical composing can be called an
art, he is the artist of his age. He has contrived to speak
the truth for it.

He has done what Emerson said is the

office of genius ; he has said what every one thought and
no one else had said.
If, now, the modern English choral writers have not
fallen into the excesses of the so-called Moody and Sankey
tunes, and given ns mere street ballads, it is first be¬
cause they are scholarly musicians, many of whom have
shown their mastery of modern musical resources by
works of much higher pretension than hymn tunes ;
while it may be donbted wliethef they have ever shown
musical scholarship more convincingly than in these
very simple forms.

The sobriety of their style, snch as

it is, is also due in part to the powerful influence of the
High Chnrch movement in England.

Ritualists by no

means scorned free modes of expression at what they
considered the proper place.

No ranter ever thumped

his Bible more vigorously than Father Maturin need to
do when he preached in St. Clement’s, Philadelphia.

widely, unceasingly, the truth that musical performanc

is not music unless it is also speech—a speech so ex¬

pressive of thought and feeling that it stimulates though

choir singer, stumbling

of denouncing a piano exercise as sentimental.

That we may have more musicians who can speak un

derstandingly the language of music, let us disseminat

That thoughtful study of the expression of thought and
It is the duty of every music teacher to have some

emotion by means of language can prove a potent aid to

hour for practice and study. Too many have the idea that

expression of the same through instrumental music, i

when teaching begins practice may stop.

well worthy of consideration and experiment.

My friend,

the time will never come when we can afford to retro¬
grade.

When a teacher ceases to devote some time to

his own personal development he not only injures him¬
self, but his pupils.

dent any quicker than to have his teacher refuse to play
time after time.

It is a good idea to play once in a

while at the lesson some of the works of the masters, so
as to cultivate a taste in the pupil for such music. I
speak especially to teachers in small places, who con¬
stantly wonder why their pupils have no appreciation
of good music, yet themselves never practice, never play
anything but a two step.
J
Nine-tenths of the students in a village never hear an
artist; indeed, many of them think Paderewski is the
only concert player there is. They never heard of Rosen¬
thal, or Fanny Bloomfield-Zeisler, or de Pachmann, and
many of them would be astonished to know that Chaminade ,s a woman.

Such a thing as reading musical

history they never dream of.

Why is this?

It is be¬

cause so many teachers consider their duty done when
the finger exercises, studies, and pieces are heard and
criticized.
Take a broader range ; familiarize your pupils with a

youmllf

QUESTIONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY.

Nothing kills ambition in a stu¬

W°rkS °f CVely ma*ter by playiD« them

Urge them to read some musical history, and talk
more of the men of genius of to-day, and I will give you
the assurance of a more eager and more musical claas.

These questions will not receive answers in The Etude, neither
can the Editor undertake to answer them privately. Consult aDy
good encyclopedia or history of music for answers.

What is a sonata?
What is a mass ?

In which oratorio does the grand march known as
the “ Dead March ” occur?

From what affliction did Handel and Bach suffer dur¬
ing the latter part of their lives ?
Who was Scarlatti ?
Which is Haydn’s greatest work ?
Name some of the works of Jacob Meyerbeer.

For what style of music is Chopin noted ?
Name some French composers of the nineteenth cen¬
tury, and their best-known works.
Give two Italian contemporaries of Rossini.

Who wrote the * * Bohemian Girl ”?
Name two celebrated German musicians born in the

same year. Give one work of each.
State the difference between an oratorio and an opera.

Give date of birth and death of Mozart and Haydn.

Who wrote “ Oberon ” ? “ II Trovatore ”?
Give name, with date of hirth and death, of the com¬
poser of “St. Paul ” and “ Elijah.”

modes and scales, that so many pupils “ have no use ”
for music in the minor key, they naturally feel dis¬
couraged, and inclined to give up.
I believe that every pupil should be taught the funda¬
mental facts concerning the minor keys : that every
major scale has a relative minor and that the two scales
are very closely associated in music.

That the sixth

note of the major scale is the starting-point—the tonic—
of the relative minor scale.

Any pupil may lie taught

to write all major and minor scales with their relative
harmonic minors.

I mention the harmonic minoT be¬

cause it is the easiest to play, and is less complicated
than the others.

The melodic and mixed minor scales

may be mentioned and illustrated, but it isnot necessary
to go farther than that with them until later on, when
developments maybe noticeable enough to make it worth
while.

With regard to the practical part, every pupil

may learn to play lour or five minor scales—say A-, E-,
D-, and G-minor.

The majority of them need take but

three or four more—say D-, C-, and F-minor.

A theoreti¬

cal knowledge of the remainder is all that is reqnired.
Many of the best known solos written with minor mode
signatures contain little that is not in the major keys.
For instance, Schubert’s Impromptu in E-flat minor is
mostly in E flat major—an easy key.

The middle part

is in the key of B-minor, and contains little that is not
in the well-known key of D.

The Moonlight Sonata is

in the key of C sharp minor, but the notes comprising
the scale of E flat enter into it so largely that it is not
difficult to play; some of it is really in C major and Emajor with arpeggios on diminished seventh cords, which
belong to no special key—or rather any key. The sec¬
ond movement is in D-flat major, and while the Presto is
mostly in the key of E-sharp minor, its difficulty does
not arise from this fact.

About one-half of Chopin’s

Faotasie Impromptu in C sharp minor is in the easy
key of D flat, while much of the remainder contains no
notes or chords not found in the scale of E- major.

Of

Chopin’s Scherzo in B-flat minor only a very small pro¬
portion is in the title key.

Much of it is in the key of

imagination of the student.

Children’s happy play is in

the enchanted realm of the imagination, and as they at¬
tain to years of manhood or womanhood let us not sup¬
pose that this imaginative faculty is lost.
development,

Its degree ol

of course, depends on the quality ol

thought, training, and environment in the home.

The

mind that by nature is minus all traces of imagination
“is only fit for strategems and spoils”—in other words,
is not capable of a true conception of music.
Your pupil is a faithful student, we ’ll suppose.

He

cal profession :

Don’t think because you are a musician yourself, yo
can successfully impart your art to others.
cians can not teach music.
born and not made.
Don’t forget

All mus

True teachers, like poets, a

that the profession is already over

crowded. There are competent teachers who can barel
make a living.

Don’t forget that the average is one clever pupil ou

begins his lessons with you manifesting interest that is

of ten.

usual with children when pursuing something novel.

devoid of ear and all musical feeling.

But this novelty soon disappears ; and what remains to

will think they know as much as you do—if not more

clothe his music with a garment of fresh grace, new

The other nine will probably be lazy, stupid, o

Do n’t forget that you will have to cultivate the hab

meaning, and interest, if one does not call to aid the

of infinite patience.

poetic imagination ? To be sure, one must appeal to a
certain extent to a child’s reasoning powers. He must

nerves or to get tired like other people.

gain knowledge of the elements of which music is made
such as tone, melody, harmony, etc.; he must be taught
signs and symbols to stand for these, and the laws of
position, motion, and control in playing.

But every

one knows that a performer may possess all this knowl¬
edge in theory and practice and yet be unable to deeply
move, charm, and sway his listener.
What is lacking, then ?

Poetic iraagination-that in

loCnld t8n'anwhiCh diTiDe8 What al0T* the c°“P<*er
old tell, what picture he would paint. And who will
deny that most compositions are the children of fanciful
pictures or emotions imagined or felt by the composer’
Though these emotions are rooted in life’s reality they
7/77 au<1 ,dealized b7 music sometimes so highly
hat they become pictures of various soul-states, as in the
later sonatasoi Beethoven. But before that great mas¬
ter arrived at that latter sublime isolation, he gave us a
elTfoTh:'ng’ h great W°rk °f art’ which never^beless
™ a r
,° T Understand the mystical music lan¬
guage a story of the parting, separation, and reunion
of two human lovers ; yes, a story-told as perspicuously
dSlh
7 miKht telL Thi8 Pmture will not be
detailed here, however. Instead, let us pass to a more
relevant example, taken from a child’s repertory-the

Some of them

Teachers are not expected to hav

Don’t lose sight of the fact that the art of music
still regarded by many as a showy accomplishmen
Few, after all, study music for music’s own sake.
Don’t forget that you will have to teach beginners.

If you decide to enter the profession after all, don’
expect too much of your pupils at first.
Don’t worry.
Do n’t take things too much to heart.
Don’t allow yourself to be easily discouraged.

Hon

est, painstaking effort is bound to tell in the end.
Don’t give all your time to your pupils.
a certain amount of daily practice yourself.

You nee

It is a

easy to grow rusty in music as in other things.
Do n’t get into a rut.

It is the common danger of al

teachers.

Do n’t let envy or jealousy enter into your relationshi

with others, and, above all, do n’t forget the dignity o
your profession.

—Few people realize the intense sacrificial devotio

and tireless energy of any artist in music who is hig
priest in his art.

It is work, and work, and daily sacri

fice for the benefit of mankind.

would be I letter if the word legato or the phrase legato
semprc should lie set down, then all the closing notes of

sufficiently equipped for the fierce competitions of this

Advertising” and

phrases marked round staccato, or, still lietter, employ

epoch.

called forth quite a number of replies.

the punctuation marks of literature—the coma, the semi¬
colon, the period, and the like.
Question 2. Yes, make your phrase breaks in the mel¬

If you really intend to become a professional

musician, it would be better for you to borrow enough
money to give yon two or, better, three years of absolute

to two writers because they present new and original in¬

formation that is quite apart from any form of discus¬

yonr

work of developing

way. There is usually some rhythmic significance to
the counterpoint aud the harmony, which needs special

hack by degrees the money which

attention, and it is in this microscopic work that the dif¬

one professional musician, male or female, of promi¬

ference between the amateur and the artist consists.

nence

through.

talent as a musician, then pay

This is often done, and in fact there is not
great cities to-day who has not, in precisely

(3) Whether the sentences hold strictly to filling out the

this manner, secured the requisite extra power to gain
his start.

earnest as to devoting your life to music; but do not

certain effects where the closing tone of one sentence is

earnest and iintefsyou are enough of a man to endure

the initial tone of the next, and is to be welded into one

much hardship in the cause of the beautiful and its dis¬

Do not fear the plunge, if you are really i„

make the attempt at all unless yon are thoroughly in

semination among men.

There are ineffable rewards to

efTect very common, and very easy in the orchestra—viz.

the real musician, as to the genuine. Christian ; but for

the closing a theme with one instrument, and opening

the hall-hearted musician who is forever calculating

the next simultaneously with another in unison.

(5)

petty money profits aud comparing his occupation with

The idea of ignoring the breaks in order to secure a con¬

he law or medicine, or business, and that upon the gold

tinuous melodic effect, I think very dubious, and, in fact
nothing is more conducive to that dullness and vague¬
ness which are the bane of all music, and especially of
the piano, than the excessive length of phrases.

War¬

ini
tk .°8,Vely’ " f°r thC hyP°Wite who Allows the
Lord for the loaves and fishes, there is little but disap¬
pointment and heartburning in store
‘
Any one with a good, sound body, a bright mind

,

ner used this method a great deal, doubtless ; but then

solid character, and ample industry, if not extraordi*

remember that Wagner had the inexhaustible beauty and

j>ar.ly unlucky, may succeed in the' practice of music¬

variety of the orchestra to draw upon, and lie was

ian'"

besides a consummate master of form in its real essence.

even more than
them, it is necessary to feel realTv
nipelled iron, within-to 1. divinely called to the wo*

Finally, I advise a tendency to crispness of division anil
frequency of separation.
To S. L. H. J.—There is hope for you if, as you say
you learned music between the ages of ten aiul fourteen'
and advanced as far as the sixth grade on a scale of ten'.
Yon have, of conrse, lost much time, which would have
been very valuable to you as a musician, if yon are now
twenty live years old, but that need not lie an insuper¬
able bar to musicianship.

aS

iu the minist

’

V hcr7X; ,m ,hvin«' call does exist, there is a wonderful
inward delight, which is fully half our reward i f nit
indeed, more than half.
’
ot’
The books which you say you have been usim* are in

Thebe are but three pro-

ADVERTISING IS

fessions—medicine, theology,

LEGITIMATE.

and law.

In all these the

By Hekbert E. Haul, M.D. public is protected against the

quack

by legislative enact¬

ments ; but can this be said of music ?

Does mnsic rise

even to the dignity of legislative interference at this
time ?

The grand criterion must be in this case this question,

“Are you seeking music for art’s sake merely, or are

you making of it a vocation, the means of earning a
livelihood?”

With the great majority it is a calling,

and a stern one, too.

They must at once get returns.

Some can not wait, for their little stock of funds is almost
exhausted when they begin their work.
I control the advertising of 600 artists, probably more
than any paper or manager in this country.

The fol¬

lowing ideas are based on results positive, and on experi¬
ences that can not be gainsaid :
How is a new-comer in the great cities to get engagements without being known ? What other way has she
but in advertising? What other medium is as efficacious
as the press?

Naturally, the artist turns to the musical

journals, and states therein what she has to offer to the
public.

The advertising that hurts and that is inartistic

is that which states a lie, and this always hurts the
author a thousandfold.

It is never unprofessional to

state truthfully wlrat one has to offer the world at large.

- *, «i-i - it: :

rr

Especially is there hope for

If you are a soprano, say that you have a good repertorj
and your references, and you thereby save an

the

the place of
'
°r

.

or Pnnted can ever tike

llVI"* “"«■«„!* of the ,iviny

immense

amount of correspondence.
Illustrated

you if your idea of musicianship is not three parts
mechanical expert aud one part poet, as is the general

sion.—Editor.]

has carried you

quota of measures, or not, is the business of the composer
and is no affair of the performer. The dilemma which
yon raise, is, therefore, no dilemma at all. (4) There are

On the piano this is an intimation or hint of an

Although The

Etude discourages discussions and replies, we give space

freedom to study. Put all yonr available energy into the

ody in the theme, and let. the counterpoint go its own

tone.

“Honesty in Advertising,” have

author

advertising

can

be

in

the shape

overdone,

but

of

a portrait

experience

ol

teaches

quickly when the limit is reached.
A truthful card never hurts the artist, hut is often t e

as a profession, they would not be eating the bread
(without butter) of sadness in foreign pensions.
are girls who would be workers at home.

THE LECTlSfp
RFCITAi

These

^

What they

are trying to do abroad is to gain an education which
will enable them to earn their living to better advantage
on their return. But should the amateur retire from
art to make room for them ?

By Alice E. Marsh.

«lane‘aPPear6d iD the masical

firmament—the lecture re¬
cital, introduced by Edward
Baxter Perry, Walter Dam-

,
rosch, Amy Fay, and others.
A retrospective glance affords the conviction that this
lecture recital is here to stay, and though as organized

He

at present it hardly meets the increasing demands upon

belongs to a class that needs all the aids and incentives

the lecture platform artist, a short study of the situation

to work that can be given.

niay help to point out both the deficiency and its rern-

The amateur is a very different kind of a person.

He is doubtful of himself

easily discouraged, diffident of his power to give pleasure
to others, prone to inquire at every step cui bono, and often

Music audiences are usually made up of a varied class

giving up a pursuit that is a resource and a real help to

rangmg from the entirely uninstructed music lover to

character for lack of sympathetic and congenial sur¬
The amateur is one in whom temperament

to enh t- V6 atter d0e8 n0t "eed analJ?s>8 or lecture
enhance his enjoyment of the program, but to the

must, to a great extent, replace technic ; one who gives
not time, but leisure to bis pursuit. Only those who

How often the musician learns from the whispered

roundings.

have tried it can tell how difficult it is to secure leisure
in a busy community ; how frequent and apparently
imperative the calls upon time and strength, how firm
must be one’s resolution.

conversation about him, between the numbers of a
recital, that his neighbors do not know when one piece
6nds and another begins
^

to monotonous practice, at times chosen to suit the con¬

Because few in the audience would have been ahi* *

H S/X\Pf3ysTsheD Played Wh8t h8d b6C“

Why give music lessons to one who
Why spend hours at the piano

when one intends to “do nothing with it”—that is to
say, does not intend to earn money by it?

clear, and this difficulty is obviated.

The blackboard

taught that we may learn to see correctly.

Every musi¬

cal advantage possible given, that we may hear and feel

life, surroundings, an

importance to all students and teachers.

In the large

cities one can, of course, have access to the publi
library.

In Brooklyn and New York there are librarie

which not only contain musical literature, but als
circulate music.

The Brooklyn library was the first to try this experi

ment, which has been of great benefit to many, especiall

to those who like to study the score before attending
an opera or oratorio.

In the Newberry Library in Chicago there are sound¬

proof music rooms, with piano and violin, which afford

has a musical library; the

Boston Public Library has an alcove filled with interest¬

ing reading matter on mnsical lines ; so have Astor and

Lenox Libraries in New York.
Paris, London, and Birmingham are among the cities

The

publishing house of Peters possesses the Peters Memorial

Library, at Leipzig, where 10,000 volumes and rare
X^ttCharVrthe Iantera-Slide -ive the d S

scores are to be seen.

“This is all very well,” I hear some interested reader
exclaim, “but I live in a small place.

point is due to our mistaken idea of education. America
natural powers, but supply deficiencies, so that we can
make use of all this world offers us. Drawing should be

his

A musical library is, therefore,

there are 103 libraries with extensive collections.

This stand¬

has not learned that education should not only fosterour

knowing

motive in writing.

that possess circulating music, and in Germany alone

accomplishments is better understood. Why, we ask
ourselves, shall we teach a child to draw who has no
talent for painting?

composer’s thought, and no one can understand a com
poser without

Yale Divinity School
then have been unrecognized, and why ’

In this country, especially, the path of the amateur

has no natural ear?

No piece can he said to

works published in 1600.

venience of her family on account of the noise, who is

In England the use and meaning of

gent rendition is another.

thoroughly studied without an effort to interpret th

This collection is rich in old music, containing origina

with the amateur musician, who must give long hours

is made thorny.

musical education (and n
the only one) is the playing of an instrument; intell

opportunity to try the scores collected by the library

This is particularly the case

o ten forced into the position of apparent selfishness,
both in their eyes and her own.

One of the essentials of a go

By Katherine l. Smith.

and arrange that it turn as he plays so that the !! .
’
can see the music as he plavs it
v
■ \^eandlence

Sr-

We have no

public library, and even if we did, I prefer to own my
own books and have them ready for instant nse. ”
It is exactly for you that this article is written, and it
is my purpose to try to suggest to you some books which
will form a valuable nucleus for your own private
library.

For, of course, if yon have access to no public

library, you must own books yourself.

Every one who

Everett E. Truette.

the pedestal on dedication day, shouting from morning
until night “ Eisteddfod ! ”

back ° of the*1 should8 ^
of the ™ist, of the
naefe, ot the shoulders, and even of the neck to sav

Our women’s musical clubs are accused of being too
partial to ancient composers, who, according to the

caiMe'the trouble.**™81

critic, are to-day “sufficiently recognized and under¬
stood.”

Ah, who would not like to witness the angelic

smiles of those immortals when the interplanetary tele¬
graph brings the glad tidings to Valhalla 1
The same critic launches a philippic against “ama¬
teurs” and “aliens.”

It seems to be the first time

and a11 tbese

what

One can contract some of the muscles of the stomach
with every note played by the feet and bring on dTpep
foot nnh,e,fa“
T the mnscles of the shoulders as each
l!° nP; ' rl,)Wu 8 bey atKl ?a,,se backache, etc. One ran
... J rh the head and twitch the muscles of thp throat
wi th every pedal, aud after getting heated go out X
ffiw X 8 S,’re thr°at is the res"'t- These are onH a
X f!le unnecessary ailings due to improper Methods

knows of

As physical exercise develops onr physical nature

so

mental and spiritual exercise develop onr mental ’and
spiritual natures.
The road to Parnassus is not laid out with carpets

livt

Staffs

the spiritual germ working within you expand to its
fullest capacity, beginning by killing off all petty van¬
ity ! Bnt beware of the mantle of Diogenes.

—A man should hear a little music, read a little poetry
and see a fine picture every day of his life, in order that
worldly cares may not obliterate the sense of the beau¬
tiful which God has implanted in the human soul.—
Goellie.

'hV “

IbatTnno°cen Spld J 6 wX" ™torti°DS * pedaHng
the interT^^tvisTblf
£

The few rich men who ever succeeded in reaching the
heights of genius did not succeed through wealth, but
Women’s musical clubs and women’s clubs in gen¬

several of him ” on this side of the pond, it may not

be amiss to hold np the mirror which this writer has
well silvered, and which reflects brilliantly, in order

first, “ the plodder.” There are two kinds. “Thefirst,
by dint of hard work, eventually reaches to agoedplace

igpssigl

SSr°man’
ad
infinitum.

eral are unmistakable guide-boards at the threshold of
the new century. Ea avant, sisters ! en avant! May

Journal” (English) gives a
description of several kinds of organists. As we have

most casual of observers,” and then goes on to depict,

Affluence favors the sway of the senses and dampens
the fire of the soul.

in spite of it ;.they were mental and moral giants. ’

the “Nonconformist Musical

is a sublimity and ridiculousness about some of the
apostles of this high art that would be apparent to the

a better musical leaven for any

The giants of to-day are not measured by the yard.

KNOWN.

In introducing his characters the writer says, “There

The “Paderewskis,” etc., will relish the compliment
less than the much-abused amateurs.
Who

Under the above heading
a writer in a recent issue of

that each may see himself as others see him.

that these two classes are scolded under one breath

country than a limited number of thorough, divinely
iuspired professionals and a host of enthusiastic ama¬
teurs ?

ORGANISTS I HAVE

USSS

haTe had ‘curvature,-e^

in his profession.

He plods on because he loves his call¬

ing, and has made up his mind to succeed, and persist¬
ence brings its reward.

Plodder No. 2 takes up music

as a profession as he would any other means of liveli¬
hood presenting itself to him.

He must do something

for a living, and in a businesslike way goes to the organ.
He is somewhat intelligent, but does not aspire to a
higher degree of excellence than circumstances actually

rai,i,1|yand

immediately says - ‘You m e. rl8ts, ?***’ tbe teacher
stiff. A pain in7the w2
”ot
wrists get
ticing wrong.
You should'y°n are Prac'
flexible.’ The same nrincinU P ,*be Wmt Ioose a«d
a woman (or a man Hhi, P c a?P les In Pedaling. If
her back aches in practicing’ f°>r !bat lnat,er) finds that
indication thatsLCtShiole *Mrfes’ « is a snre
which i.s wholly unnecessary* hTef
/he back,
aches, itsnrely indicates that tbi tb® b,a°k °f her neck
are being unn^r^bnsPd f^r80'68 °f the
be no more active tha/when siftinn-*
m?8c,e8!,hon]d
imr
The same thing i^true of iofe
i* W,thont P*dal“Of course T
1
■ ,nternal muscles.
attempt organ’ practice ariThl'foiiiv** “I1 ,women *ho
woman is so weak that .r,?
' I y Ropd health. If a
half-honr wiThtuV^ridemhleltf ”*Vn

8

(’hair a

compel him.

He scarcely ever plays a wroDg note, and

follows printed directions in his organ music quite care¬
fully.

He keeps in the same rut year after year unfil be

is superseded or dismissed.”
Standing out in extreme contrast to the “plodder” is
the “genius,” of which there are likewise two kinds.
The first is a man of excitable temperament, between
whose soul and music there is a subtle affinity hard to
describe but patent in its effect.”

Put this player at

the organ and you get a revelation as to what the organ
is capable of.
hear it.

His hearers feel his playing as well as

In accompanying a service this player plays

from the words as much as from the music, and is
playing a work for the organ ;

the theme and ideas

of the composer are as apparent to him as the nota¬
tion.

He has been known to miss a train, fail to keep

an appointment, and commit a good many other siDS

finally, breathe.”

usual songs appearing on the programsof a popular artist.

kind, is never to reach the perfect realization of its God-

Her name is not given, but we presume it is Blanche

given birthright.

In view of this deplorable negligence

Let ns remember, then, at all times, and until it shal

Marchesi.

The pith of the argument is contained in the

of the greatest of life giving functions, too much can

one query, which is, “Where does she find them?” to
which she replies, “ Where do n’t I find them ? ”

not be said and written to arouse the dormant breathers
from a most culpable lethargy.

have become a voluntary habit, that “the more we
breathe, the more (and better) do we live.”

While incidentally praising the artist for her diligence
and enterprise, he most effectively points the moral

'ra°ne ’T SeD8ed tbe P°sitiTe JOY that follows the
)i o eep-dreathing, they can not appreciate the force
of these admonitory remarks. Jnst the de ermination

Too many singers buy their songs as they do their vege¬
tables, the most potent consideration being are they
fresh, or new, forgetting that “Art is long,” and that
A song once good is always good. ”

The butterflies of

ever to walk without an accompaniment of long breaths
always taken through the nose, with erect head and

the profession flit through the modern repertoires at the

quie sbou'ders w,U bring one to their j on rimy s 1
Without ihe painful feeling of having scampered, only

music stores, while the few who comprehend the quality

to arrive all exhausted, and unfit, oftentimes, to transact

of permanence in music that is fit to sing go to the libra¬

lh. .™nd p„„«a. Th„, to| ,h, Bi„d

ries and make their selections from the inexhaustible
supplies they afford.

mony or discord just in proportion as we preserve or
lose the poise accompanying and succeeding correct car

It is not surprising, in view of the monotonousness of
the popular (?) modern program, that those who sing
them ask with astonishment,
them ? ”

respiration* ^

Case

13.—Patient,

man 28 years of age; good

FROM THE REC-

physique;

ORDS OF A VOICE

yet nervous.

HOSPITAL.

der treatment for more than

outwardly quiet,

Had been nn-

IV.

a year by a tenor singer, not

Edited by f. w. Wodicix.

a “professional,” who finally

told the patient he could do

nothing more for him, and advised him to seek a “ regu¬
lar” practitioner.
Patient, on examination, showed light, naturally high,
tenor voice.

- “ - —

No.

NOTES OF CASES

At D, above “middle C” (actual pitch),

tones began to sound “pinched” and metallic, pro¬

“Where does she get

No finer illustrations of well-poised bodies could h„

I shall be surprised if the more progressive

mentioned than those of the brothers de Iteszk6 and

softly, the voice broke into a breathy “falsetto.”

Mons. Plancon.

Each of these artists has brought wTth

singing loudly and with much effort, the voice was car¬

him into our midst not only the finest realiTt on of
what goes to make the true artist but .
U!at,on of

ried without break, but with thin, metallic quality, to

demonstration of what continuous
will do to make

there was a crackling sonnd, as of twigs on fire, and on

and thoughtful vocalists do not make anew departure in
program making after such an example.
The article mentioned closed by giving a list of eightyseven selections, representing but eighteen composers
which were only a part of the repertory of the artist un¬
der discussion, few of them in common use by the prom¬
inent artists in onr midst.

° “ °CUlar

o a *

hve while we win the bread, in a sense of the 8’d t0
of our forces, rather than of a strained
W“eDt
Some of the young ladies in a New York school of
music wish to adopt a motto for a “circle pin ” which
will, while it identifies them with their congenial work
be a closed book to the laity.
’
A sentence of seven words, each word beginning with
a different staff letter, is what is required.

The one who sends in the sentence most appropriate
for music students as a motto or craft pin, consisting of
seven words, arranged as above, shall receive one of the
pins, when eomplefed, as a prize.

On attacking a tone on a vowel, at easy pitches,

abnormally high position.
Diagnosis.—Cramping of the chords and throat on
generating tone; interference with poise of larynx on

tion, would bring us to the “ easy street”^8 COmpetl"

tone-prodnction ; lack of correct breath control below
tbe larynx.

desired by one and all, in a condition of heaWiTrel^
enjoy our fondest anticipations. As it fs 1 t
J

what it is to be “ relaxed ” at tongue, jaw, and neck.

accumulation of the habit of right breathing JJjJ
ome for many of us will rend .
,e 8 ePlt;-

Now you

industrious people who are well acquainted with the
dictionary, see what you can do.

B-flat.

On

singing an upward scale the larynx was carried to an

0f^mS’ 7 Per7iniDg t0 Ph?sical development^1186
To most of us, living means bread-winnino

gressively more so up to F, at which point, on singing

“ Tll.ere was a man in our town
wJ.n.TMt^ aH M8 health,

"ro'win'/j atar,icioua aim,
Anrt Jh
goal of wealth;
wh? nft®sa,ue heha<l Obtained
With alibis might and main
’
He vaiuiy lavished all his wealth
To get his health again"
-

Treatment. —The patient was first tanght to realize
Next, how to slowly and silently inhale and exhale
while retaining freedom from rigidity at points named.
To secure poise of larynx and free action of chords
on attack of tone on a vowel: On preparing to “attack
on “ah,” the patient was instructed to' bring himself
into the condition of relaxation as first described ; n®xt
to assume the “ smiling eye,” which uncovers the upper
teeth and disposes face, mouth, and throat favorably for
good tone-quality.

As the direction of thought am

effort with this patient had hitherto been upward an

the rudiments of music by writing the exercises.
We have an edition of our own of “ Dictionary of
Music and Musicians,” by Hugo Riemann.

This is a

This

is a very practical and valuable little book ; it retails
for 20 cents.
“ The Violin,” by B. Tours.

work of 900 pages, bound in half leather, octavo size.

This is a complete in¬

The discount on the work is liberal, and in addition t

other advantages it has one which it is not possible to

obtain in any other work ; that is, that it is published in
parts

the Primary, Intermediate, and Chorus.

Th

It retails for $6.00, upon which we allow liberal dis¬

structor, containing illustrations, complete instruction

complete book retails for 75 cents, the paits at 30 cent

count.

as to bowing, etc., etc.; plenty of exercises.

each. There is an abundance of material in this work
for every occasion.

This is equal, if not superior, to any encyclo¬

pedia of music which is published at the present time.
It is not as large, because the subjects are not treated at

This is a

well-known work with a reputation. We publish it in
a very substantial cloth back binding for 75 cents
“ Method of Singing,” by A. Randegger.

such length ; this may be a disadvantage, but to most

This is a

The Etude for December will, as usual, be an en¬

In addition, the matter con¬

most complete work, and might be called a perfect

larged holiday issue.

tained therein is brought up to within a few years of

manual for the teacher who needs the guidance of sys-

a large portrait of one of the great" masters.

the present date, which can not be said of any other en¬

tematic progressive exercises, in addition to a treatise

traits can be found framed in the studios of a great num¬

on the voice, classification, extent, children’s voices

ber of onr subscribers ; they are in every way suitable
for this purpose.

it will be an advantage.

cyclopedia, large or small.

It should be in the library

of every college that has music in its curriculum, aDd
every teacher should own a copy.

For Harvest, Thanksgiving, and Christmas music for
the Sunday-school and the choir we have a complete
line of services and exercises containing responsive read¬
ings and recitations, and interspersed with beautiful
music.

Our stock of solos, duets, quartets, and anthems

is very complete, and we will be pleased to send same
for selection to any of our patrons.

The last edition of Landon’s “Foundation

Mate¬

rials” has two new features of much practical value.
There are additional pages of note-writing for beginners
to teach them the letters of both staves, especial atten¬
tion being given to the added lines. The manner in
which the subject is presented requires the pupil to think
out the problems of note position in a way that fixes the
letter names in the memory. Pupils become very much
interested in working out the exercises, for they call for
the spelling of a series of words made up out of the

e c. etc., and all the necessary exercises.
vl.oO m a substantial binding.

It retails for

No composer is more played than Chopin ; none has
“ “°re °nglnal mnsic 5 besides this, Chopin is
first of all a piano composer. The great masters gen¬
erally wrote from the standpoint of the orchestra •
Chopin always had the piano in his mind. Most of his
music is beyond the reach of the average p

and

According to the reports of circu¬

^sitmu. We have undertaken this hfa volume wS*
will be issued this month. The volume will contain
the gems of Chopin within the reach of most .?

the musical public no better medium can be found.

urn?1'theN°CtnrneSOr Polonai8e8 come inYvol’
me. We have a volume containing something of al
and all are popular. The volume will l,
g
8U’
Compositions of Chopin.”

z

We will

1DeLlghter

7“for*•»“

;*™'

special offer will only last

making known of anything appealing to the cream of
Our rates are low, and we should like to hear from
music schools, teachers, manufacturers, anything relat¬
ing in any way to music.

The December issue will have

an extra large circulation for the holidays, and no addi¬
tional charge will be made.
Any one contemplating
the placing of advertising with us would do well to do so
before the first of January, as our rates will be
after that time.

increased

*—
“d **
From the many kind words of commendation, unsoli¬

for the first time.

Tb,

There are four extra pages given to

We have the largest circulation of any paper devoted
in any way to music.

lation, ours exceeds all the rest combined, so that for the

and Technic,” although many of them are written out

There are fifteen

The advertising pages of The Etude have been ap¬

preciated more by the musical public of late than ever
before.

there is no volume published containing hisLTter’com

.bSi; zz r:1”1

is technical, with part applications.

These por¬

The December issue will be an especially valuable
number in every way.

seven letters of the musical alphabet. The other feature
chord touches—touches founded upon the “ Mason Touch

It will contain, as a supplement,

bi

cited, which we receive from our subscribers, we are

»«*«

»r,b'“or, "*i

n»..tab., ,o, p„,„ „ ch„ct.

K

“7

led to believe that our work in the editing and publish¬
ing of this journal is of great assistance to the teacher
and the earnest student throughout the country.
aim to make each issue of the journal better, if possible)
than the preceding one.

By looking back over the jonr-

I have always found your music just what I needed.
Miss E. M. Hitchki.[..
I would say that the Riemann Dictionary is, indeed,
a very fine work.
Sister Genevieve,
Presentation Convent.
I am delighted with your “On Sale” plan.
Alice W. Hicks.
I have sold several copies of Mathews’ book of “ Fifth
and Sixth Grade Pieces,” and the people that bought
them think, like myself, that the book is especially to
be recommended for the selection of pieces.
Lettie Bkadley.
I must congratulate yon npon the high tone of yonr
magazine, The Etude.
I read it with the greatest
pleasure and profit, and certainly intend always to sub¬
scribe for it.
c. E. Shimeb.
I have had more answers from my advertisement with
yon than from any card I have yet published in any
j°nrnalF. W. WoDKLL.

1 am delighted with Tapper’s “ Music Talks with
Children.”
Miss Annie May Van Diven.

Allow me to thank yon for yonr correctness and
promptness in filling orders.
Ruth Feathebstone.

I have always been pleased with the way my orders
have been filled.
Sadie H Gray.
I would like to say right here that The Etude
always contains so many useful hints ; indeed, it is
crammed full, and the works that it advertises are all
reliable and very helpful.

The writer has taught a number of years, and has
used the works published by the editor almost exclu¬
sively, and attributes his success largely to that fact.
J. E. Weber.

The “ Key to Mansfield’s Harmony,” which came to
hand during September, betrays at once thorough
knowledge and fine taste. Of particnlar interest are
the alto and tenor parts; the harmonized melodies be¬
come, in this manner, eminently clear and well bal“““d'
F. Gregory Hugle.

Lieutenant-General J. W. Laurie, London.
Governor Stone, of Pennsylvania.
Herr Arnold and Dr. Yosberg, of Berlin.
Interesting addresses were made by representatives
the following countries :

England, Canada, Victori

New Zealand, South Australia, China, Russia, Austri

Spain, Japan, Mexico, Argentine Republic, Germany
Brazil.

position.

d0

much to develop the musical

1 Sha11

n8e

with

This will give a small idea of the scope, magnitude

my

pupils, and I know they can not help but enjoy them.

M m/*!7 mnC!’ plea8ed with it, and shall us/it largely
in my class in future.
Lauea g. KlBaB*ely

The Etude has been a source of great pleasure and
instruction to me, and I hope to be able to take it alwa79Miss Frances Heinzeb.

Some of the speakers were as follows:

Hon. T. B. Reed, opening address.

tL!tl°Perr y atnd,el ’ 7m
nnntla nTrQ£

I find The Etude the most helpful of any musi¬
cal journal which has come under my notice, and think
that any np-to-date teacher can not afford to be without
ifcMiss Alice J. Read.

I have received “Key to Mansfield’s Harmony,” and
can truthfully say that it is good investment to any one
studying the work.
D. g. Anthony.

officer.

and importance of this great trade congress and ex

Felix Smith’s
used.

I am sure every teacher mnst be grateful for the
Graded Course of Mathews’ Studies.” The list of
pieces for each course is not the least of its virtues. The
grade of each is not only gradual, but most satisfactory
and attractive.
Julia Strong.

The Congress opened under the most favorable c

cumstances, with the Hon. Thos. B. Reed as presidin

q, I„uaT?, examined the three volumes of “ Schmoll’s
i-'tudies,
and am highly pleased with them
Thev
seem to me to fill a long-felt want, and I have no doubt

Vol. II. of Landon’s “Sight Reading Album” was
thoroughly tried by me, and I am highly pleased with it.
Mbs. Lewis Mebiwetheb.

I like The Etude so well that I would not like to do
without it.
a. Tboelleb.

be a prominent matter for examination from the stan
point of trade.

Blanche Higbee.

Pedal Studies” are the best I ever
Mabel E. Butler.

Upon examining the “ Modern Sonatinas ” by Leefson

I am using Book I of “Schmoll’s Studies ” and can
recommend it very highly.
Emma C Welch

THE NATIONAL EXPORT EXPOSITION AND
THE COMMERCIAL CONGRESS.
There is now being held here in Philadelphia a
national exposition of American manufacturers for the
enlargement of export trade.
Here, in the display of the manufactured goods by the
various firms represented, are rare opportunities for ins rue ion and information of the mechanic arts. The
music trade is well represented ; better, we should say
in comparison, than any other line.

Most of the better

Not ices for this column inserted at S cents a word for one in»e ^
payable tn advance. Copy must be received by the 20t 0
previous month to Insure publication in the next number.

A

TEACHER OF VOICE AND PIANO IS.WA.N„!;!
-ljl. in a Southern institution. The app nan 1
be thoroughly equipped for the work, and 0De je
European education is preferred. A young, t”1™ ,jn
man is desired. For particulars address Jas. C. d •
game, Raleigh, N. C.
___

ANTED—A YOUNG LA DY OF HIGH SO^
standing desires position as Pianist,
panist, or Teacher in Boston or vicinity. Best re
Further particulars, address Miss M. J. H., A ’
of Notre Dame, Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.

WING
o
VIJNtjr TO
1U THE
THE DEMAND
JJEjHAJNE FOR
roa TEACHERS
1UDVthe Fletcher Kindergarten Music Me
Canada, if a sufficient number of teachers reg
.’
class will be opened in Toronto, Canada, in tn
V
of 1900. See advertisement in tills issue.
A/
0

* zc“.”rr“i"e"h*™ ,“rge
Perhaps the greatest attraction, outside of the porely

